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Senate Resolution 402

By:  Senator Hill of the 6th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending The Jeff and Jenn Show, on Star 94.1, on its one-year1

anniversary; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Jeff Dauler and Jenn Hobby have been successful radio broadcasters in the3

Atlanta market for over 16 years and on March 3, 2016, launched The Jeff and Jenn Show4

on the legendary Atlanta radio station WSTR Star 94.1; and5

WHEREAS, during their careers in Georgia, they have developed a following of loyal and6

supportive listeners who have followed them to their new radio home, as demonstrated by7

outstanding ratings achieved in a short time; and8

WHEREAS, they have selflessly supported countless charities of all types and sizes in9

Georgia, often donating their time to emcee at fundraisers, raising much-needed money and10

as hands-on volunteers; and11

WHEREAS, Jenn supports organizations such as No Kid Hungry, Cooking Matters Georgia,12

and the Children's Healthcare of Atlanta Foundation, and with her husband Grant, they13

recently launched a fund to raise money that will be spent on finding a cure for the specific14

cancer that their daughter recently battled; and15

WHEREAS, Jeff supports organizations such as Ian's Friends Foundation to cure pediatric16

brain cancer and several animal rescue organizations, including Angels Among Us, Atlanta17

Humane Society, and Bosley's Place; and18

WHEREAS, in addition to supporting these organizations, Jeff's Keep Moving Forward19

movement has encouraged countless people to work toward their personal goals one small20

step at a time; and21
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WHEREAS, in addition to radio broadcasting, Jenn Hobby has also worked as a television22

host; she was one of four women selected in a nationwide search to co-host an episode of23

Live with Regis and Kelly, alongside Regis Philbin, and she has served as on-camera host for24

shows such as CW's Falcons Playback, GPB's Friday Night Football, and Lifetime's Get25

Married, as well as regular appearances on CNN and HLN; and26

WHEREAS, in addition to radio broadcasting, Jeff Dauler has served as the Atlanta Braves27

in-game host at Turner Field for many seasons, invested in local restaurants, served as a28

board member for the Atlanta chapter of the Recording Academy, has completed multiple29

triathlons, and is a stand-up comedian; and30

WHEREAS, with other members of the show, including JP Allen, Jeannine Riley, and Kelly31

"Cheese" Cheeseborough, and with the full support of Star 94.1 and their parent company32

Entercom, Jeff and Jenn encourage radio listeners every single day to practice gratitude and33

spread happiness.34

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body35

recognize and commend The Jeff and Jenn Show and its hard-working programming,36

promotions, and sales team for its impact on and off the radio.37

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed38

to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to Jeff Dauler and Jenn39

Hobby.40


